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Abstract
Extended LR parsing of ambiguous grammars is investigated in view of parser transformations.
We define
a cover grammar of a transformed parser in terms of grammar coverings, and we present a generation method
of cover grammars, together with a proof. The method reflects a parser transformation
into a cover grammar,
which shows the effect of deleting actions in the parser. A general cover grammar for a transformed parser is
introduced by the proposed method, and for a meaningful class of parsers, the generation of a reduced cover
grammar is presented.
Keywords: Formal languages; Parser generating systems; Ambiguous grammars; Grammar

coverings

1. Introduction
A useful method to parsing ambiguous
grammars
has been proposed
by Aho
[ 1 ] to
extend LR and LL parsing. This scheme allows small-sized, efficient parsers with natural grammar
description, so it is accepted in almost all parser generating systems [4,5 1. Although the wide
acceptance in parser generating systems, deviated from the original way, there has been rather little
theoretical research on this scheme. Ruzica [IO] has shown that a transformation
of a parser to
resolving conflicts may change the language set of the original one, and it is indeed undecidable
to know whether a language set is changed or not (deciding “disambiguatability”),
because it
is equivalent to the problem deciding whether the grammar is ambiguous or not. Moreover, he
mentioned that there exists an equivalent grammar to the transformed parser. On the other hand,
there are several approaches applying the scheme to reduce parsers [3,8].
In this paper, motivated to propose a theoretical model to the above scheme, we define cover
grammars of a parser in terms of a grammar covering and a homomorphism
from a parser to its
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2. Notation and definitions
In this section, we review several notation and definitions that will be used in this paper. We
tried to use notation and terminology consistent with [ 111.
A context-free grammar (CFG) is a quadruple G = (N, Z, P, S). For a sentence x of G, a is a
parse of x if there exists a derivation sequence S + x in G. A grammar G is said to be ambiguous
if there exists a sentence w such that S +I w and S 92 w where ni # ~2. And for a subset of
productions R c P, a subgrammar G - R = (N, Z, P - R, S) is a useful grammar of G after deleting
productions in R.
Let M(G) be an LR-based parser of G, M(G) = (C,T, Goto, qs), where C is a set of states, r
a set of actions, and qs the start state in C; these components are defined for each parsing method,
SLR (k ), LALR (k ) and LR(K ) as described in [ 111. We denote an action t E r as a triple of
(C x {shift, reducer} x Zk ), where a lookahead of length k is assumed. We write [ y ] to denote the
accessible state of M(G) with the viable prefix y of G. A homomorphism
r from r to P [ 111 is
defined as follows:
z(q, reduceA + 0, a) = A + Q,

2(q,shift,a)

= E.

Then a parser move of M(G) is defined as:
(1) [~l-~~[~lIw~~ [&I.,. Lrl [wllv if t = ([rl,&haa)
E r;
(2) [E]...[y]...[ya]luy~‘[E]..*
[y] [yA]]uy if t = ([ya:],reducer,u)
E r.
The sentence x is accepted by M(G) if there exists an action sequence p in M(G)
[&11X
kP [El [ml E, and we say that p is a valid action sequence.

such that
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Fig. 2. LR(0) automaton of GeXP.
A parser is said to be deterministic if there is only one or zero element in the action set for any
given state and symbol pair. A deterministic parser for an ambiguous grammar may be constructed
by selecting a winner among several conflicting actions for a given state and next symbol [ 11, which
is referred in this paper as a parser transformation. Let d be a subset of the action set J’ in M(G),
then M(G) - A denotes a parser deleting actions in A from M(G). Then the transformed parser by
A is written as M(G) -A = (C,r - A,Goto,q,).
For example, consider an ambiguous grammar GeXP: E -+ EOE 1 a, 0 --) + 1 *. The LR(0)
automaton is shown in Fig. 2; there are shift-reduce conflicts on the symbols +, * in state 6 for the
LALR( 1) parser. This grammar will be used as a running example in this paper. In the transformed
parser, actions are inconsistent to the other features, Goto and states. For the example, when the
action in A = { (6,shift, + ), (6,shift, *)} are deleted, Goto from the state 6 by 0 is invalidated.
Let G, = (Nl, Cl, PI, S1 ), and G2 = (ZV2,Z;, P2, S, ) be two CFGs. Let h be a homomorphism
from ( Nl u Cl ) to (Nz u Z; ) and extended to PI --f P2 such that

h(A-+a)

=

h(A) + h(cr)
&

if h(A) # h(a),
otherwise.

We say that there exists a homomorphism h from PI to (onto) P2 if h (PI ) c P2 (h (PI ) = P2). In
this paper, Z1 > .Z’2is assumed, since we are interested in two grammars with the same language
set. And G1 is a right-cover of G2 with respect to h if the following conditions are satisfied:
( 1) if there is a derivation S1 =Pl x in G1, then there is a derivation & +-h(xl) x in G2;
(2) if there is a derivation 5’2 + R2 x in G2, then there is a derivation S1 =P x in G1 and

h(a,) = x2.
3. Grammar coverings of a transformed parser
In this section, a cover grammar of a parser is defined in terms of a grammar covering, together
with inspecting properties of cover grammars. We also present a formal method to generate a cover
grammar of a transformed parser. In the literature, a cover grammar has been informally referred
as an equivalent grammar of a parser [lo]. First, we define a cover grammar of a parser. Note that
a parser in what follows means an LR-based parser including a transformed one.
Definition 1. Let M(G) - A be a parser of G deleting actions in A from M(G!, and 7 a, homomorphism from actions of M(G) to P as defined in Section 2. Then a grammar G = (A, C, P, 3) is a
cover of M(G) - A with respect to h and 7 if the following conditions are satisfied:
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h from p to P;
(2) there exists a parse i in G such that ,$ jir x if and only if there exists an action sequence p
in M(G) -A such that [E] 1x i-f’ [E] [S] 1E and r(p) = h(jC)R.

( 1) there exists a homomorphism

It is easy to show that a right-cover of G covers M(G), i.e., A = 8 in the_ abo_ve definition.
Our goal is, for a given cover grammar c of M(G), to find a set of rules R c P such that a
subgrammar ?? - R covers M(G) - A, reflecting the transformation
from M(G) to M(G) - A. The
set x corresponds to the action set A. In order to find the correspondence,
we define a locating set
of an action as a set of rules in ?? which might locate at the position in derivations corresponding
to the given action with respect to h : ?? + G and T. For a cover grammar c’, following function
T : r + 2’ defines a locating set of an action:

T(q,reducer,u)

= {~-+E~~s*,uA~=+JE~~~~‘,
h(;I-a)

T(q,shift,

= z(q,reducer,u),

u) = {x -, TaJ I?? =s* pXy + mazy
u =

[h(m)]

=q,

Firs&(y) = u},
[h(m)]

in c,

= q,

aw, 21E Firs&-l (Ty)}.

The function T is extended to the set of actions such that T (0) = 0, T (Al U 42) = T (Al ) U T (AZ).
Note that the function T can be determined
for any grammar c which right-covers G on a
homomorphism
h. If two locating sets for A and r - A are disjoint to each other, then we can
get the correspondence
between action sequences in M(G) - A including any of A and useless
derivation sequences in c - T(A).
Lemma 2. Let c be a cover grammar of M (G) with respect to h and z, 7 a rule in c’, and A a set

of actions in M(G). Let F and p be a parse in ?? and a valid action sequence in M(G) respectively,
where h (a) = z (p ) R. Moreover, assume that T (A ) fl T (r -A ) = 0. Then the following are satisfied
(1) If there is an action t E A such that p = p1tp2, then there is a rule 7 E T(A) such that
-F = n1r7z2.
-(2) If there is a rule r E T(A) such that K = n 1rn2, then there is an action t E A and p = pI tpz.
Proof. The first statement comes from the definition of the locating set since if z(pItp2) = h (X)R,
then we can find a rule 7 E T(t) such that Ti = nlrn2. We now consider the second one. Let
P=;I--,z,
h(F) = A + Q. Then there is a derivation sequence ?? jsil pAy +’ @‘y =+nzxy in c
forsomepE(ruC)*,andalsoinG:

by the homomorphism
respect to r is

h from c to G. Moreover,

the corresponding

[&I I XY IJ’ [h(P)1 ..- [h(W)] Iy I-’ [h(F)l[h(P~)l

IY ~~~

[4[h@)l

where p = p1tp2, z(p) = h(K1FZ2)R. So, T E T(A) and T(A) rl T(r
tisind.
0
This result enables

parser move in M(G) with

us to find the set of rules in -d corresponding

-A)

IE
= 0 implies the action

to the deleted

actions

of

M(G) - A. We end this section with the theorem, a main result of this paper, which shows that
?? - T (A ) covers M(G) - A using preliminaries prepared up to now.
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Theorem 3. Let ?? be a cover grammar of M(G)

with respect to h and z, and M(G) - A be a
transformed parser of M(G) by deleting actions in A. Let T be a function on actions of M (G) to
the locating sets of i? as defined above. If T (A ) n T (r - A ) = 0, then ??- T (A ) covers M(G) - A.

Proof. Since ?? is a cover grammar of M(G), it is enough to consider
of M(G) - A and the derivation sequences of ?? which become useless
So, we have to show that a parse Z in c contains a rule in T (A ) if and
t E A such that r(pt tpz) = h (7QR for some pl, p2 which is the result
can conclude that the grammar ?? - T (A ) covers M(G) - A. 0

the deleted action sequences
after deleting rules in T (A ).
only if there exists an action
of Lemma 2. Therefore, we

We say that a cover grammar of G describes M(G) - A if we can find a subgrammar which covers
M(G) -A using the locating set. It enables us to find an adjusted cover grammar of a given parser
as the choice of c.

4. Several types of cover grammars
This section illustrates our method by using it to generate several cover grammars in terms of
well-known grammars of the literature, which are often called machine description grammars (mdg
in short). An mdg is a grammar annotated with parser information, such as first, follow symbols and
state; this model has been frequently used in the literature [ 3,6,7 1. We consider two types of cover
grammars & and cl, an action mdg and a head-free mdg, respectively; the former can describe
general parser transformations,
whereas the later raises a useful class on parser transformations.
We
present several observations on these cover grammars. The action mdg has the form (u, q, X, w).
Ruzica [ lo] stated the existence of a cover grammar using such an mdg. We will show that the
method of Section 3 generates the same result.
Definition 4. Let M(G) = (Cc, r, Goto, qS) be a LALR( 1) parser of a grammar G. Then the action
mdg of M(G) is ?$, = (ra,Z,B,,3’0),
where Z is the set of terminal symbols of G, and Ra,Pe
are as follows:
(1)

Xc = {Z-J} U {(u,q,X,v)

(2)

&I = {So -+ (u, qs, As,$) ( u E
U

{(u,q,a,v)

1q

E CO, u E Firstk(Xw),

X E NUC},

Firs& (SW}

+ a u
+

21E Follow(q,X),

q

~~O~PO~~1~~O~~~I~P1,~2,~1~~~~~~,-1,Pn-1,~n~~,-1~

u = ~0, u = v,_1,

vi-1

= Ui, Pi =

I

Goto(pi_l,Xi),

5. There exists a homomorphism ho from CO onto G where ho((a, q, X, b)) = X, and ?$I
right-covers G on ho.

Fact 6. Ifso J* jI(u,q,A,v)y
Computing

in GO, then [ho(p)] = q and Firstk(y)

the locating sets of ??;o are straightforward

= u.

from the above two properties

such that
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To(4,w&a)

= {(u,q,a,v)

To(q,reduceA

--) X1 . ..&.v)

= ~(~O~PO,~~vz-I) +
4 =

+ a E PO),

~~O,PO,~1,~o~~~~~~,-l,~,-1,~~,~n-l~~

Goto(p,_t,X,),

E Fo

I

u,__~ = v}.

As the function TO shows, each rule in ??a corresponds only one action, and represents all information
of a corresponding reduce action. Moreover, TO(dt ) n TO(42) = 8 if and only if dr n 42 = 8. By
Theorem 3, we can conclude that there exists a subgrammar of CO which covers M(G) - A for any
A, since To(A)nTo(T-A)
= 0.
Consider the example of GeXPwhen A = { (6, shift, + ), (6, reduceE + EOE, *)}. The action mdg
of M(G,,,)
has the following set of rules:

Gx,o:

aOE$ + aOE + + lOa u3E$

uOE$ -+ uOE* *l Ou u3E$

uOE$ + uOu$

uOE+ + uOE+ +lOu u3E+
uOE* -+ uOE + + lOa u3E*
u3E$d
a3E+ +60u u3E$
u3E+ -+ a3E+ +60a u3E+
u3E* + u3E+ +60u a3E*
+lOa-+
+l+a
*lOa + *l*u
*l*u-+*
+l+a+
+

uOE+ --) uOE* *lOa u3E+
uOE* -+ uOEx *lOa u3E*
u3E$ -+ u3E* *60a u3E$

uOE+
aOE*
u3E$
u3E+
u3E*

uOu$ + a

uOa+ ---fa
u3a+ -+ a

u3u$ + a

u3E+ -+ u3E* *60a u3E+
u3E* --+a3E* *60u u3E*
+60u -+ +6+u
*60a + *6w
*6*a -+ *
+6+a --+ +

+ uOu+
+ aOu*
+ u3a$
+ a3a+
+ u3a*

aOu* -+ a
u3u* --) a

where the underlined rules are contained in TO(A ). Hence, cexpa - TO(A ) covers M(G) - A.
Although ?& describes all parser transformations,
we will introduce a new mdg, namely head-fee,
which is simpler than CO and preserves the structure of the original grammar. The head-free mdg
omits the head part of the symbol in -do.

Definition 7. Let G, M(G) be the same as Definition 4. The head-free mdg is ?$ = (ml, Z,Ht,St
where 22 is the set of terminal symbols of G, and Tr and p, are defined as follows:
= {Sl} u {(q,X,u)

I 4 E Q, u E J+llNq,X))

(1)

%

(2)

PI = (31 + (qs,& $)I
u{(4,44
+ a I (cl,44
U{(PO,A%l)
pi

=

),

--)

EX)

@O,X1,~O)...(Pn-I,~n,~n-l)

Got0 (pi- 1, Xi),

I

1 < i < n, A --+X1 ..._X, E P},

There exists a homomorphism
h, from G, onto G such that hl ((q, X, u)) = X. And the locating
set of ??t is defined in the same manner as TO as follows:
TI (q,.W& a) = ((4, a, u) -+ a E PI 121E Firstk-l (u)},
I”1(q, reduce A --) X1 . . .zz,v)

= {@o,A4

--)

q E Gotoh-l,Xz),

@O,Xl,UO)...(Pn-l,X,,u,-l)
2, ~Follow,,~.,((Po,A,u))}.

EPl

I
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Theorem 8. Let ??I be a head-free mdg of M( G), and A a set of actions deleted from M(G).

Then
G1 describes M(G) - A if there are no two lookaheads u, v E Ck such that (q, reduce A + (Y,u) E A,
(q,reduceA + CI,V) @A where q = Goto(p,a) and v E Followk,~,(@,A,u)).
Proof. We have to show that there is no rule 7 E i?i such that i: E T(A) n T (r - A) with
above assumptions. If 7 E T, ( tl ) f~ T, ( t2), tl # t2, then tl, t2 are reduce actions. Assume
T = (p, A, u) + h, and (q, reduce A + a, u) E A without loss of generality. It is enough to show
thereisnoaction
t’Er-AsuchthatrET,(t’).IfrETi(t’),thent’=
(q,reduceA+a,w)
some w # u and w E Follow( (p, A, u) ), a contradiction to the assumption.
0

the
that
that
for

For an operator grammar, i.e., there is no two adjacent nonterminals in the right-hand sides of
rules, Follow,,~, ((p, A, u) ) = {u} and consequently, any transformed parser of G can be described
by the head-free mdg. All of practical parsers for programming languages, excepting C++ are
described by head-free mdgs. Moreover, it is also remarkable that the cover grammar obtained by
a head-free mdg allows a natural reduction as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 9. Let G;I be a cover of M(G) - A which is obtained by the above method with head-free

mdg, ??I, and let h, be a homomorphism on C’l as follows:

h((p,X,aj) =

(p, X, a)
x

if there is a rule 7 E T, (A) such that (p, X, a) =P’Q x in -61,
otherwise.

Then h, (Gl) covers M(G) - A.
Proof. Let G’ = hi (Gi ). Because G’ is a subgrammar of Gi, there exists a homomorphism
hl from
Gi to G. Then, we can get a homomorphism
h’ from G’ to G by means of two homomorphisms hl
and hi such that h’(X) = X, h’(@, X, u)) = X. Moreover, the second condition of Definition 1 is
satisfied since Gi right-covers G’ with respect to Ai and Gi covers M(G) - A. 0
With the examnle

grammar

of G,,,,

consider the case when A = { (6, reduce E + EOE, + ),
of Theorem 8 is satisfied, .and the head-free m&

(6, reduce E + EOE, i)}. Then the crdndition
&pi

has the rules as follows:

GeXp*: OE$ +

OE+ 10a 3E$I OE* 1Oa 3E$I

OE+ + OE+ 10a 3E+
OE*+OE+
lOa+

Oa$

1Oa 3E*jOE*

1Oa 3E*IOa*

I+a 1 l*a

Oa$ + a
l+a+
+

Oa+ -+a
l*a-+a

3E$ + 3E+

1OE* 10a 3E+ 1Oa+

Oa*+a
6+a+

3a$ 4 a

6Oa 3E$I 3E* 60a 3E$I 3a$

3E+ --+3E+ 60a 3E+ \3E+ 60a 3E+ I3a+
3E* -+ 3E+ 60a 3E* \3E* 60a 3E* I3a*

60a + 6+a I6*a
3a+ + a 3a* + a

6*a-a

where OE$ is the start symbol of ceXPi and the underlined rules are contained in T(A). In this
example, since both of two lookaheads + and * originated from the same rule E + EOE are
deleted, the head part of symbol 0 need not be specified. The reduced cover grammar by Lemma 9
is

E+OE+
E+2E+

0 Eja
OEla

E-+OE* 0 Ela
E+2E*OEIa

OE++a
2E+-+a

OE*-+a
2E*+a

O++I*
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We are currently interested in further reductions in order to find a minimal cover. In this example,
OE+, OE*, 2E +, and 2E* can be intuitively united to E2 such that
E+E20EIa

E2+a

O-+1*.

5. Conclusion
Motivated to approach formally to an extended parsing of an ambiguous grammar, we have defined
a cover grammar of a transformed parser in terms of grammar coverings. We have presented a
generation method of cover grammars from the cover of the underlying grammar. In addition, we
visited two types of cover grammars for a transformed parser in order to illustrate the proposed
method. And we visited a reduction on the resulting grammar.
Our approach allows further classifications on parser transformations
depending on the describing
grammars. On the other hand, recent report on writing a C ++ grammar [ 91 states that the resolution
scheme is useful to write such a complex syntax. But there is no helpful systems to guide resolving
conflicts and deleting actions. Our approach can be applied to provide a model to show the effect
of deleted actions or other information to help the user to debug grammars.
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